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OUR CAMPUSES

HIGHFIELD CAMPUS

Our main campus and the 

heart of the University

BOLDREWOOD CAMPUS

The home of engineering at 

Southampton

UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

SOUTHAMPTON 

The home of the faculty of 

Medicine

WATERFRONT CAMPUS

The home of the National

Oceanography Centre (NOCS)

WINCHESTER CAMPUS

The home of Winchester

School of Art

AVENUE CAMPUS

The home of our 

Humanities subjects

MALAYSIA CAMPUS

Our ASEAN hub
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Background

• In-house RMS developed to handle Research Excellence Framework (REF) 2014 

submission.

• Benefits – straightforward to maintain, low cost, functional.

• Risks – limited access, basic functionality, SPoF for development.

• Tender for a commercial CRIS went out Oct 2014

• We chose Pure – requirements, engagement, competitivness

• We began initial set up in April 2015

• Planned to go live late 2015/early 2016
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Systems Overview
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The Team!

Research and Innovation Services (RIS)

Library/ePrints
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Wider Engagement

Pure Steering Group

Research 

Administrator 

Network

RIS

&

Library

Users/

Superusers
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Pre Go-live

• Elsevier delivered training in 2015, shortly after purchase

• Agenda was comprehensive (2 days)

• We had a few issues…

- IT systems not quite prepared

- Struggled to get through the agenda

- Subsequent ePrints connector issues, go-live delay

• Looking back; initial Demo followed up by Training once ready.
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Pre Go-live (cont)

• Southampton ePrints Repository

• Pure > ePrints standard connector was not sufficient for datasets

• We developed a ‘custom’ connector for maximum flexibility

• Issues:

- Inconsistent parsing of output types

- Some fields were missing from API

- Some records didn’t open

• ‘Always Read the Label’!
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Data Quality/Set Up/Workflows

It’s worth a delay if it means you’re in a good place 

for go-live!
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Other preparation…
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Go Live - Comms

• Core teams (PSG, RAN, ADRs etc.) were updated 

regularly

• All research staff and Faculties were given 2 

weeks’ advance notice via email:

– Go-Live date

– ePrints/ORCiD blackout

– Background on Pure

– Support links

• Repeat email on 20th Feb, headline news article, 

Twitter
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Training

• Superuser and Library staff training pre go-live to support users post go-live

• 46 training sessions delivered by RIS/Library to ~500 users

• Dedicated Training environment

• 3 types of training session:

Generic

Researchers

Faculty 

Researchers

Bespoke

Training
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Usage Stats
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Post Go-Live - Support

• Support email addresses: 

– pure@soton.ac.uk – the main support for Pure

– eprints@soton.ac.uk – the main support for all research output 

depositing and ePrints repository issues

– researchdata@soton.ac.uk – the main support for research 

data, DOI minting etc.

• Drop-in sessions – we have six campuses in Southampton 

and we hold a drop-in session once a week alternating 

between the campuses (the Malaysian campus we don’t 

include in this cycle!)

mailto:pure@soton.ac.uk
mailto:eprints@soton.ac.uk
mailto:researchdata@soton.ac.uk
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Post Go-Live - Resources

• Twitter -

https://twitter.com/UoS_Pure

– News and updates

– Announce planned maintenance

– Reminders for the drop-in 

sessions

– General hints and tips

https://twitter.com/UoS_Pure
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Resources

• Southampton Official Pure 

https://www.soton.ac.uk/pure

• Getting started guides

• FAQs

• Pure support with links to 

manuals, guides, etc.

• Latest tweets

https://www.soton.ac.uk/pure
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Post Go-Live - Resources

• Websites – Sharepoint https://groupsite.soton.ac.uk/Administration/Pure/Pages/Home.aspx

• Training material – slides, etc.

• Manuals – Soton manual, REF 

guides

• Request forms – for new 

organisational units, temp bank 

staff

https://groupsite.soton.ac.uk/Administration/Pure/Pages/Home.aspx
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Resources

• Library guides 

http://library.soton.ac.u

k/research/pure

• ‘How to’ guides which 

are free to distribute

• Training slides

• ‘How to’ videos

http://library.soton.ac.uk/research/pure
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Post Go-Live - Resources

• Video guides 

• ‘Depositing outputs in Pure’ which includes a 

set by step guide for how to add a research 

output

• ‘Introduction to Pure’ – includes advice on 

Activities, Impact and the CV module

• ‘Pure and REF2021, Open access and 

ORCID’ – gives an overview of the 

importance of REF, Open access policy and 

ORCiD
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Post Go-Live - Resources

• Superusers – we have 8 faculties and each faculty has a Superuser that uses Pure 

frequently and is the first point of call within that faculty for Pure issues. This person is often 

a member of Faculty Operating Staff (FOS) who works closely with the academics.

• Research Administrator Network (RAN) – The Superusers attend this meeting along with 

other key members of FOS, RIS and Library staff. 

• But what about us?!

- Elsevier/JIRA

- Pure UK Usergroup
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Roadmap
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Current Activities

• Improving Data Quality

• Visitors – our enhanced HR feed will allow Visitors (Emeritus Profs, Clinical staff) access to 

Pure

• Research Excellence Framework benchmarking – March-Sept ‘17.  Currently in the analysis 

stage

• Upgrading!

- 5.9.3 upgrade work has begun, live in November

- Our strategy is to upgrade to latest major release minus 1

- Balance between using new features and minimising risk
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Future plans

• Improving Data Quality – “The Never-ending Story”

• Importing grant applications – data only, application management handled by finance

• Advanced Portal roll out (internal)

• SciVal – working with Pure to tell our stories

• Improving the content flow to ePrints (MEGA)

– Equipment data

– Project data

– ORCiD

– SciVal 
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Summary

• We’re very happy with Pure!

• Lots of support from Elsevier/UK Usergroup

• We had some delays – connector, data quality

– Wait until you’re ready for initial training

– Think about comms timing carefully – user trust

– It’s ok to delay if you’ll be in a better shape for go-live

• We’ve implemented a rigorous training/support system for users

• Usage stats and Drop-Ins have improved researcher engagement

• Keep IT/Systems happy (chocolate usually works)!



YOUR QUESTIONS

Email: O.Salim@soton.ac.uk

Twitter: @Omar_UoS


